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Grade Level  
2nd Grade 

Subject 
 

ELA (Integrated with Science & Social Studies) 

Nine Week 
 

Quarter 4 

Unit  Animal Needs, Classificatoin/Covering, Life Cycles, Environmental Change, 
Weather/Erosion 

Standards 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reading:  

RL2.1 ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of key details  

RL.2.3 describe how characters respond to events and challenges  

RL2.7 Use information from illustrations and words to demonstrate 
understanding of characters, setting, or plot  

RI2.1 ask and answer questions to demonstarate understanding of key details  

RI2.3 describe the connection between a series of historical events/scientific 
ideas/steps in technical procedures  

Speaking and Listening:  

SL.2.1a follow rules for discussion SL.2.1b build on others’ talk in 
conversations by linking comments to others’ remarks  

SL.2.2 recound or describe key ideas or details from text read aloud, 
information presented orally, or through other media  

Language:  

L.2.1f produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound 
sentences  

L.2.2c use apostrophes to form contractions and possessives  

L.2.4a use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase  

L.2.4e use glossaries and dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or 
clarify meanings of words and phrases  

L.2.5.a identify real life connections between words and their use  

L.2.6 use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and 
being read to, and responding to texts  
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Writing: 

W.2.1: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts. a. Introduce topic or text. b. 
State an opinion. c. Supply reasons to support the opinion. d. Use linking 
words to connect the reasons to the opinion. e. Provide a concluding 
statement or section.  
W.2.2: Write informative/explanatory texts. a. Introduce a topic. b. Use facts 
and definitions to provide information. c. Provide a concluding statement or 
section.  
W.2.3: Write narratives recounting an event or short sequence of events. a. 
Include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings. b. Use time order 
words to signal event order. c. Provide a sense of closure. 
W.2.5: With guidance and support from adults, focus on a topic, respond to 
questions and suggestions from peers, and strengthen writing as needed by 
revising and editing.  
W.2.6With guidance and support from adults, and in collaboration with peers, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing.  
W.2.8: With guidance and support from adults, recall information from 
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a 
question. 
 
Social Studies: 2.7 Compare and contrast authors’ main points in texts 
examining different types of  

producers and consumers in the community and larger United States.  

2.8 Ask and answer questions including who, what, where, when, why, and 
how to demonstrate understanding of key details in texts about major United 
States products and industries.  

2.9 Create a graphic organizer or concept map that describes how supply and 
demand influences production.  

2.10 Participate in a shared research and writing project exploring how 
products are imported and exported to meet the needs of the people in the 
United States.  

2.11 Write an opinion piece (supplying reasons that support the opinion, using 
linking words to connect opinion and reasons, and provide a concluding 
sentence) evaluating an advertisement to sell a good or service. 

Science standards referenced on the Science Q4 pacing guide will be 
integrated into ELA instruction. 
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Objectives/I Can 
Statements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reading:  

I can ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of key details.  

I can describe how characters respond to events and challenges.  

I can Use information from illustrations and words to demonstrate 
understanding of characters, setting, or plot.  

I can ask and answer questions to demonstarate understanding of key details.  

I can describe the connection between a series of historical events/scientific 
ideas/steps in technical procedures.  

Language:  

I can produce, expand, and rearrange complete simple and compound 
sentences.  

I can use apostrophes to form contractions and possessives.  

I can use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.  

I can use glossaries and dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or 
clarify meanings of words and phrases.  

I can identify real life connections between words and their use.  

I can use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and 
being read to, and responding to texts.  

Writing: 

I can write an opinion pieces on topics and/or texts. 
I can write an informative/explanatory piece on topics and/or texts. 
I can write a narrative piece recanting an event or a short sequene of events. 
I can strengthen my writing through revising and editing with guidance and 
support. 
I can recall 

Social Studies:  

I can explain how people trade using money or bartering.  

I can explain how to make an economic decision using a cost-benefit analysis. 
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 I can explain the difference between saving & spending.  

Science I can statements are referenced on the science Q4 pacing guide. 

Vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 

Scurry, greedy, scaling, imagination, volume, invisible, brilliant, tattered, 
thawed, belong, rippled, announce, scent, anxious, perched, babble, dodging, 
trembling, arachnids, ballooning, scurries, harmful, burrows, poisonous, 
pasture, heated, mound, shiver, dusk, threatened 

Summary of Key 
Learning 
Events/Instruction 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read texts based onscience and social studies standards 
Projects 

Instructional 
Materials/Resources 
 

Journeys 
Text sets 
Readworks.org 

Assessment Writing assignments 
Tests 
Daily formative assessments 
Projects 

 


